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BOREALIS is the
2nd largest
polyolefin producer
in Europe

Head office
in Vienna, Austria

BOROUGE operates
world’s largest
integrated PO site in
Ruwais, UAE

EUR 8.3 billion
sales revenue
in 2018
(>EUR 9.9 billion
with Borouge)
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Net profit for 2018
EUR 906
million

Operates in over
120 countries
on 5 continents

6,800
employees
+3,500
in Borouge

Production and
sales of polyolefins,
base chemicals
and fertilizers

Ownership
structure

Borealis’ Portfolio of leading polyolefin technologies

Polyolefin Technologies

Post-Reactor Technologies
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Fuel economy standards – not EV penetration – have the
biggest impact on future gasoline and fuel demand
Global LDV gasoline and diesel demand
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Notes: This is an illustrative example of how much gasoline EVs displace vs improving fuel economy
“Rivalry without EVs” is calculated by assuming all global electric miles are instead driven by gasoline HEVs
“Rivalry without EVs and constant fuel economy assumes” that all global LDV miles are travelled by vehicles with a constant 25 mpg fuel economy from 2020 out 2040
Autonomy is an IHS alternative view of the energy future where transportation fuel, peaks in the mid-2020s and gradually declines through 2040 to 74% of 2017 levels.
Source: IHS Markit

© 2019 IHS Markit
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Petrochemicals will grow more than any
other sector
Change in global oil demand by sector*, 2017 – 2040
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Date source: International Energy Agency (IEA) webpage on 31.1.2019 (* NPS scenario) https://www.iea.org/weo2018/fuels/
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Buildings + Growth
Power 2017 - 2040

Agenda of today: Illustrations of
opportunities for chemicals
• Opportunity 1: The Automotive space
• Opportunity 2: Sustainable food supply and
packaging
• Opportunity 3: The Circular Economy

Opportunity 1: The Automotive space
Air quality challenge is a key driver for electromobility policies
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Drivers and trends for automotive market
 Legal changes: More stringent government legislation
on greenhouse gas emissions
 Sustainability and cost efficiency: Substitution
of conventional materials by more cost efficient
alternatives (cars are getting smaller, lighter
and greener)
 Safety: Autonomous driving is changing the safety
standards for vehicles
 Customization: Final consumer influencing more and
more the value chain, looking for a custom-tailored
product, rather than a mass-produced one. Increasing
requirements on durability and surface aesthetics of
plastic parts
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Urbanisation

Emergent
economies

Four Factors are driving changes in
the Automotive landscape

Environmental
changes

New
generations

Advanced material concepts help to address new
drivers and trends for Automotive market
 Legal changes: More stringent government legislation
on greenhouse gas emissions

Lightweight material

 Sustainability and cost efficiency: Substitution
of conventional materials by more cost efficient
alternatives (cars are getting smaller, lighter
and greener)

Lightweight material
Monomaterial concept (recyclability)
Use of recycled and renewable materials

 Safety: Autonomous driving is changing the safety
standards for vehicles

Materials will provide: freedom in part design,
better reinforcement, parts according pedestrian
safety rules

 Customization: Final consumer influencing more and
more the value chain, looking for a custom-tailored
product, rather than a mass-produced one. Increasing
requirements on durability and surface aesthetics of
plastic parts

Aesthetics improvement
Freedom for interior and exterior design
Improved haptic
New colour and material effects
(metallic, translucent, natural fibre aspect…)
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The scientific basics of mobility
Weight influences the energy consumption of a vehicle
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The scientific basics of mobility
Weight influences the energy consumption of a vehicle
 Base electric load (heater, air condition, music
system..)
 Power to overcome aerodynamic drag or air resistance
 Power to overcome rolling resistance of the wheels
 Power to work against gravity when driving uphill
 Power for overcoming inertia in acceleration

Source: Flaticon, Advances in Automobile Engineering 2016;5;2, Chandran and Joshi; “Electric vehicles and drinving range extension-A literature review
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No matter the energy source, lightweighting is a
must-have for the future of the automotive industry
No matter the energy source, a heavier car will need more energy…

*only weight change considered Source: Flaticon
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…and electrical vehicles are gaining weight!
Vehicle weight ICE-PHEV
1572

+218
1354
 Battery
 Power
Electronic
 E-motor
 Etc

ICE
 Golf Blue Motion TDI
with fourcylinder turbocharged diesel engine
 6-gear-DSG
 Engine: 110 kW

8,7 kWh Li-Ion battery pack
6-gear-DSG
Engine: 110 kW
E-motor: 75kWh
System power: 150kW

Weight comparison of ICE, PHEV and EV – Example: VW Golf [kg]
Source: Roland Berger, Automotive metal components for car bodies and chassis - Global market study
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Vehicle weight ICE-EV
+231
1585

Engine
Muffler
Fuel Tank
Prop. Shafts
Etc

ICE
 Golf Blue Motion
TDI with four-cylinder
turbo-charged diesel
engine
 6-gear-DSG
 Engine: 110 kW

EV
 24,2 kWh Li-Iion
Battery pack
 Range: 130km
 E-motor: 85 kW

Why are plastics the right choice to address
lightweight automotive challenges?
Density
[kg/m³]

Steel

2800

Mg

7800

Al

1700

Dimensional stability

Source: Material database, Denkstatt sustainable thinking
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PAGF30 1220
1360 PC/PBT

PPE/PA
1080

1070 PPT/GF20
ASA

1040

Improved processability

PPCF20 PPT/GF10

1010 990
PPT/GF15

950 940
PPCF10

905

PP

Resource efficiency

Polyolefins are well placed to enable the
realisation of innovative design concepts
Solutions that allow for design freedom and flexibility
for vehicles with hybrid or electric powertrains…
and new concepts enabled by autonomous driving

Nio ES8, a leading Chinese battery electric SUV
with a centre console carrier made from
Fibremod™ CB201SY

 Superior lightweighting with novel fillers

Key material requirements

and foaming capabilities
 Metal replacement in areas of lower operating
temperature
 Mono-material concepts such as tailgate, integrated
PV sun-roof and instrument panels

Customer value

“We are committed to developing valuecreating polyolefin solutions that enable
our customers to think about the material
science of cars in a different way.”
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 Easy processability
 Excellent mechanical performance
 Low density with effective weight saving

 Part weight reduced by more
than 20% when compared to
conventional materials solutions
(Polypropylene with 40% glass fibres)
 Suitable for injection molding
 Good dimensional stability

Polyolefins are well placed to enable the
realisation of innovative design concepts
Solutions that allow for design freedom and flexibility
for vehicles with hybrid or electric powertrains…
and new concepts enabled by autonomous driving
 Superior lightweighting with novel fillers
and foaming capabilities
 Metal replacement in areas of lower operating
temperature
 Mono-material concepts such as tailgate, integrated
PV sun-roof and instrument panels
“We are committed to developing valuecreating polyolefin solutions that enable
our customers to think about the material
science of cars in a different way.”
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Pioneering on PO solutions for structural foam
injection moulding applications

© Borealis

© Borealis

© Borealis

2005
2007
2008
2010
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016

BMW 7 Series
BMW 5 Series
BMW X5, X6
BMW 3
BMW Mini
VW Golf 7
VW Golf 7- Sportsvan
BMW 2 series
BMW X1
...

More than 12 years track record in the area of foamed
instrument panel carriers!

Polyolefins are well placed to enable the
realisation of innovative design concepts
Solutions that allow for design freedom and flexibility
for vehicles with hybrid or electric powertrains…
and new concepts enabled by autonomous driving
 Superior lightweighting with novel fillers
and foaming capabilities
 Metal replacement in areas of lower operating
temperature
 Mono-material concepts such as tailgate, integrated
PV sun-roof and instrument panels
“We are committed to developing valuecreating polyolefin solutions that enable
our customers to think about the material
science of cars in a different way.”
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Pioneering on PO solutions for visible class-A
surface foam injection moulding applications
 New developmental grades
 Designed for easy foamability
 5 - 15% weight reduction potential compared to
compact reference
 Gaining additional degrees of freedom in the part
design (wall-thickness reduction)
5-15% weight
reduction when
foamed

Polyolefins are well placed to enable the
realisation of innovative design concepts
Solutions that allow for design freedom and flexibility
for vehicles with hybrid or electric powertrains…
and new concepts enabled by autonomous driving
 Superior lightweighting with novel fillers
and foaming capabilities
 Metal replacement in areas of lower operating
temperature
 Mono-material concepts such as tailgate, integrated
PV sun-roof and instrument panels
“We are committed to developing valuecreating polyolefin solutions that enable
our customers to think about the material
science of cars in a different way.”
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Providing PO solutions for lightweight frontend
module applications
 Highest mechanical strength for maximum freedom in design
 Product performance allows for good processability and
surface quality despite high reinforcing fibre content
 Borealis Moldflow and Engineering support

Complexity
and weight
reduction

Polyolefins are well placed to enable the
realisation of innovative design concepts
Solutions that allow for design freedom and flexibility
for vehicles with hybrid or electric powertrains…
and new concepts enabled by autonomous driving
 Superior lightweighting with novel fillers
and foaming capabilities
 Metal replacement in areas of lower operating
temperature
 Mono-material concepts such as tailgate, integrated
PV sun-roof and instrument panels
“We are committed to developing valuecreating polyolefin solutions that enable
our customers to think about the material
science of cars in a different way.”
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Providing PO solutions for lightweight tailgate
applications
 Mould in colour-structural visible parts
 Complexity reduction (2 instead of 3 parts)
 Full PP tailgate for easy recyclability
(when combined with a PP skin material)
 Weight reduction potential
 Mould in colour-structural visible parts
Complexity
and weight
reduction

Agenda of today: Illustrations of
opportunities for chemicals
• Opportunity 1: The Automotive space
• Opportunity 2: Sustainable food supply and
packaging
• Opportunity 3: The Circular Economy

Borealis’ products and solutions help
tackle global challenges

Climate

Water

Energy

Health

Food

Waste/Recycling
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Borealis’ products and solutions help
tackle global challenges
Help in increasing food production and in
keeping food fresh from farm to consumers

Climate

Water

Energy

 Advanced packaging solutions for longer
shelf life of food products means reduced
waste of food – Borealis offers a complete
PE film solution with Anteo™
 Irrigation and greenhouse film solutions
contribute to crop growth and resource
savings

Health

Food
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Waste/Recycling

Anteo™ – The new ingredient for
complete success
The recently launched Anteo™ portfolio for PE film enables more
sustainable, effective food packaging together with Borstar® LLDPE,
BorShape™, Queo™ and Borealis value chain expertise:

 Anteo™ and Borstar® PE for outstanding processability and energy
consumption reduction during production
 Excellent mechanical performance enabling lightweighting of packaging
 Enabling recyclable mono material solutions as a full PE solution for film
 Improved puncture and tear resistance for tougher packaging
 Wider sealing window and high hot tack force leading to better
pack integrity
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Water pipe irrigation and greenhouse film solutions made from
polyolefins substantially contribute to crop growth & saving resources
Crop irrigation
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Greenhouse film

Water pipe irrigation and greenhouse film solutions made from
polyolefins substantially contribute to crop growth & saving resources
Crop irrigation

Greenhouse film
PE pipe
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Agenda of today: Illustrations of
opportunities for chemicals
• Opportunity 1: The Automotive space
• Opportunity 2: Sustainable food supply and
packaging
• Opportunity 3: The Circular Economy

Plastics value chain to leverage the opportunities
of a second life of plastic products
The imperative

The opportunity

Plastic waste is the Achilles
heel of the plastics industry

A focus on Circular economy could
deliver considerable economic
value for the industry
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Borealis is working towards a more circular
polyolefins industry on many fronts: opportunities!
Two recycling
companies with total
70 kt output, mainly postconsumer recycling

Virgin PO solutions
following principles of Design
for Recyclability (DfR)

Compounds with
virgin + recycled contents

Project STOP is advancing
waste management and
stopping plastic leakage
in South-East Asia
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Active advocacy work to
promote a circular economy

Our vision is to establish plastic waste as just another
standard feedstock in a circular PO industry: opportunity!
Why do we want to
enter into recycling?
We must manage the planet’s limited
resources as well as increasing demand.

Planet
What is Borealis’
strategic intention?

How will we realize
this vision?
We foster convergence across
our entities and functions. We are
strong advocates for the circular
economy within our industry.
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People

Profit

We see clear business
growth opportunity in circular
economy. Plastics are too
valuable to be thrown away.

Borealis is pioneering collaboration between a
virgin producer and plastics recyclers: opportunities!

– Mixed polyolefins (MPO) as feedstock
– Dipolen®: commodity polyolefin blend
for injection moulding industry
– Purpolen®: premium HDPE and PP
regranulates in different colours for
injection moulding and extrusion
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– Mono PE film fractions as feedstock
– LDPE recyclates: re-pellets for various
film packaging applications
– HDPE recyclates: re-pellets for bottles,
canisters, bottle crates and piping

Plastic packaging recycling begins with design
Design for reuse means designing a product to be durable and multi-purpose beyond a
single use before being recycled into a second life post-consumer

Delivering
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Opening

Shopping

Plastic packaging recycling begins with design
Design for recycling means designing a product so it can be collected, sorted, and
recycled, by making appropriate material choices and intelligent design decisions
Daploy HMS PP to replace difficult-torecycle existing cup solutions
100% recyclable HMS PP foam developed
for food service (cups), automotive, and
construction
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Plastic packaging recycling begins with design
Design for recycling means designing a product so it can be collected, sorted, and
recycled, by making appropriate material choices and intelligent design decisions
Full PE laminate to replace nonrecyclable multilayer packaging
100% recyclable full PE stand-up
pouch, developed in cooperation
with various value chain partners
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Plastics allow for increased sustainability
across a variety of applications
Borlink™ solutions
enabling innovation to
secure the enhanced
use of renewable
energy

Fibremod™ solutions
enabling lightweighting in
automotive design
Bormed™ soft polypropylene
for healthcare applications
enables faster sterilisation
R&I in the Digital Age

Borstar® Nucleation
Technology PP enables
reduced cycle time and
energy savings in moulding

Quentys™ solutions for
solar empowering a more
sustainable future

Conclusions
 The demand for fossil feedstock for transportation and heating will show very
limited growth
 Several billion people still need to be brought out of poverty – the global
middle class will grow significantly
 These people also want access to food, clean water, (luxury) goods, transportation
– the demand for chemicals will rise 70% over the next 15 years
 The plastics and chemicals sector enable better lives for ever more people on the
globe. Our industry is part of the solution!
 However, we must embrace the idea that we need take an active role in preventing
materials “leaking” out of our value chains.

 Therefore, we need to see the Circular Economy Principles as an opportunity
for our business and essential to our license to operate.
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Thank you
www.gpca.org.ae

